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SELF-CONTAINED, INTEGRATED FORK SCALE INCLUDED IN TIMOTEX RANGE
Designed for simple, rapid connection to virtually any forklift truck without adjustment or
additional cabling, the Supaweigh Integrated Fork Scale from Timotex is set to bring the
advantages of mobile weighing to a wider range of the industrial market than ever before.

The self-contained scale incorporates an integral display and control panel as well as its own
battery - eradicating the need to operate via the truck’s own power supply. Because this
makes the scale effectively free-standing, it can be connected to almost all forklift trucks
simply and rapidly and can be transferred between similar trucks as operational requirements
dictate. The display is usually mounted on top of the left hand fork with a cable link to the 12
volt rechargeable battery on top of the right hand fork. Choices of fork lengths or stainless
steel fork shoes are also available.

As with all Timotex on-truck weighing equipment, precision and reliability are paramount.
The new Integrated Fork Scale delivers accuracy to 0.1% of the applied load to a maximum
load capacity of either 2500 kg or 5000 kg - graduations are indicated in 1kg or 2kg
increments respectively although smaller graduations can be optionally specified.
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The excellent reliability is derived from the robust design of the scale with the company
paying particular attention to dust and water resistance to produce equipment that is ideal for
operation in a range of industrial environments. Additionally, a legal for trade option can be
supplied.

The company points to the food, metal and foundry industries as well as transport,
distribution and warehousing as prime users for the new scale. It also draws attention to the
benefits that arise when it is used in conjunction with ISO 9000/2 accreditation to enhance
traceability.

The Timotex Integrated Fork Scale is just one of the on-truck weighing systems available
from the company which has gained a leading reputation in the field by focusing on this
highly specialist area of the materials handling industry. The organisation claims there is
virtually no on-truck weighing application its range of equipment cannot now accommodate.

Integrated Fork Scale

Timotex offers an extensive range of mobile weighing solutions.
The full range comprises all known methods of load measurement for forklift trucks, electric
pallet trucks, stackers and hand pallet trucks. Static warehouse scales are also available.
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